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3. Digital Economy: Data Governance
“We support the free flow of information, ideas and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal
frameworks, and working to build consumer trust, privacy, data protection and intellectual property
rights protection.”
Buenos Aires Leaders’ Declaration
Assessment
Country
Argentina
Australia
Brazil
Canada
China
France
Germany
India
Indonesia
Italy
Japan
Korea
Mexico
Russia
Saudi Arabia
South Africa
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States
European Union
Average

No Compliance

Partial Compliance
0

Full Compliance
+1

0
0
+1
0
0
−1
+1
0
0
0
0
+1
0
−1
0
0
−1
+1
+0.10

Background
The Global Partnership for Financial Inclusion’s G20 Policy Guide on Digitisation and Informality
describes digitalization as “an unprecedented opportunity to address eligibility and affordability
barriers to formal financial inclusion faced by informal individuals and firms.”335 As such, the G20
recognizes the digital economy as a means of promoting sustainable economic growth and
development in the Internet age.336
Prior to the 2015 Antalya Summit, G20 members committed to promoting the flow and sharing of
information in areas outside of the economic growth and development. Their commitments focused
solely on sharing best practices to protect the integrity of financial markets, to exchange tax
information, and converge regulatory practices between members.337 The sharing of information as a
means to achieve their broader commitments continued to be part of communiqués and leader
335

G20 Policy Guide: Digitisation and informality, Global Partnership for Financial Inclusion (Salta) 24 July 2018. Access
Date: 26 December 2018. https://www.gpfi.org/publications/g20-policy-guide-digitisation-and-informality-harnessingdigital-financial-inclusion-individuals-and.
336
G20 Digital Economy Development and Cooperation Initiative, G20 Information Centre (Toronto) 5 September 2016.
Access Date: 26 November 2018. http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2016/160905-digital.html.
337
Declaration of the Summit on Financial Markets and the World Economy, G20 Information Centre (Toronto) 15
November 2008. Access Date: 22 December 2018. http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2008/2008declaration1115.html.
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declarations in subsequent summits.338 It was not until the Antalya Summit where commitments by
G20 members explicitly addressed explicitly the digital economy.
At the 2015 Antalya Summit, G20 members made their first explicit commitment in the area of
digital economy. For the first time, the Leaders’ Declaration signified the role of the Internet and
information and communications technologies (ICTs) as a collective means of bolstering “economic
growth and development around the world.”339 Also, members committed to bridging the “digital
divide” and the need to secure the use of ICTs by not engaging in “ICT-enabled theft of intellectual
property” while respecting user privacy and international law.340 Further, the declaration emphasized
that in the digital realm, “states have a special responsibility to promote security, stability, and
economic ties with other nations,” as in the physical realm.341
At the 2016 Hangzhou Summit, leaders recognized the role of the digital economy as part of their
broader economic growth and innovation agenda. Leaders also endorsed the G20 Digital Economy
Development and Cooperation Initiative, which expands on their commitment during the 2015 Antalya
summit to seize opportunities in the Internet age.342 The initiative outlined: specific guiding
principles, areas of focus and next steps for the digital economy.343 In particular, the G20 recognized
that the free flow of information, and the protection of intellectual property (IP) rights, personal
data, and privacy “are essential to strengthening confidence and trust in the digital economy.”344
At the 2017 Hamburg Summit, leaders echoed the commitment they made to develop trust in digital
technologies and to “foster favourable conditions for the development of the digital economy.345
Leaders recognized that trust in the digital economy requires effective consumer protection, IP rights
protection, and the free flow of information that respects “applicable legal frameworks for privacy,
data protection and [IP] rights.”346 Germany’s G20 presidency also produced a declaration of
ministers responsible for the digital economy, which elaborates on the work done by the G20, the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and other international organizations to develop a common framework to “maximize
the contributions that digitalisation can provide to the economy.”347
Argentina’s G20 presidency continued work done on the digital economy during the two previous
presidencies. On 23-24 August 2018, G20 ministers responsible for the digital economy convened to

338

G20 Leaders Declaration, G20 Information Centre (Toronto) 18 June 2012. Access Date: 26 December 2018.
http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2012/2012-0619-loscabos.html.
339
G20 Leaders' Communiqué, G20 Information Centre (Toronto) 16 November 2015. Access Date: 26 December 2018.
http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2015/151116-communique.html.
340
G20 Leaders' Communiqué, G20 Information Centre (Toronto) 16 November 2015. Access Date: 26 December 2018.
http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2015/151116-communique.html.
341
G20 Leaders' Communiqué, G20 Information Centre (Toronto) 16 November 2015. Access Date: 26 December 2018.
http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2015/151116-communique.html.
342
G20 Digital Economy Development and Cooperation Initiative, G20 Information Centre (Toronto) 5 September 2016.
Access Date: 5 January 2019. http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2016/160905-digital.html.
343
G20 Leaders' Communiqué: Hangzhou Summit, G20 Information Centre (Toronto) 5 September 2016. Access Date:
5 January 2019. http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2016/160905-communique.html.
344
G20 Digital Economy Development and Cooperation Initiative, G20 Information Centre (Toronto) 5 September 2016.
Access Date: 5 January 2019. http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2016/160905-digital.html.
345
G20 Leaders’ Declaration: Shaping an Interconnected World, G20 Information Centre (Toronto) 8 July 2017. Access
Date: 22 December 2018. http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2017/2017-G20-leaders-declaration.html.
346
G20 Leaders’ Declaration: Shaping an Interconnected World, G20 Information Centre (Toronto) 8 July 2017. Access
Date: 22 December 2018. http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2017/2017-G20-leaders-declaration.html.
347
G20 Digital Economy Ministerial Declaration: Shaping Digitalisation for an Interconnected World, G20 Information
Centre (Toronto) 7 April 2017. Access Date: 5 January 2019. http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2017/170407digitalization.html.
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“strengthen a digital agenda for development” in Salta, Argentina.348 Ministers acknowledged the
need to close the digital divide, build digital infrastructure, engage entrepreneurs and non-large
enterprises, and “empower and protect vulnerable and disadvantaged consumers.”349
Commitment Features
Within the context of the development of the digital economy, G20 members committed to 1)
“support the free flow of information, ideas and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal
frameworks” and to work to build 2) consumer trust, 3) consumer privacy, 4) data protection, and 5)
intellectual property rights protection. Compliance with this commitment depends on members’
actions on the above five features of the commitment.
The “free flow of information, ideas and knowledge” refers to actions in the realm of the digital
economy and digital financial inclusion. In particular, actions must support “improving access,
adoption, and effective use of digital technologies that allow [G20 members] to learn from each other
in a more agile way.”350 The purpose of this commitment feature is to facilitate the digitalization of
national governments as a step to strengthen the digital economy. The “applicable legal frameworks”
that need to be “respected” refer to domestic law and international legal frameworks. In the domestic
realm, actions that support the free flow of “information, ideas and knowledge” must be consistent
with local laws and regulations.351 In the international realm, these actions must be consistent with
non-binding UN resolution A/C.1/70/L.45 and the UN Charter, among other relevant laws.352
Together, there should be an “environment that empowers entrepreneurs and fosters research,
innovation and competition.”353
Building “consumer trust” in the context of this commitment consists of actions that provide
“strong, effective, proportionate and easily accessible legal and judicial or supervisory mechanisms”
that sanctions fraud, abuse, technical errors, and promotes consumer protection.354 Actions must
build consumer trust and confidence in the acquisition and use of digital financial services, “especially
for consumers with limited financial literacy or the resources to absorb losses.”355 Members should
also conduct “sound measurement” of the digital economy and how it influences consumer trust and
confidence.356 Actions or initiatives that aim to increase digital financial literacy and awareness, to

348

G20 Digital Economy Ministerial Declaration, G20 Information Centre (Toronto) 24 August 2018. Access Date: 5
January 2019. http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2018/2018-08-24-digital.html.
349
G20 Digital Economy Ministerial Declaration, G20 Information Centre (Toronto) 24 August 2018. Access Date: 5
January 2019. http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2018/2018-08-24-digital.html.
350
G20 Digital Economy Ministerial Declaration, G20 Information Centre (Toronto) 24 August 2018. Access Date: 5
January 2019. http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2018/2018-08-24-digital.html.
351
G20 Digital Economy Ministerial Declaration, G20 Information Centre (Toronto) 24 August 2018. Access Date: 5
January 2019. http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2018/2018-08-24-digital.html.
352
G20 Leaders' Communiqué, G20 Information Centre (Antalya) 16 November 2015. Access Date: 26 December 2018.
http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2015/151116-communique.html.
353
G20 Digital Economy Ministerial Declaration, G20 Information Centre (Toronto) 24 August 2018. Access Date: 26
December 2018. http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2018/2018-08-24-digital.html.
354
Building a digital world consumers can trust, Consumers International and The Federation of German Consumer
Organisations (Berlin) 20 March 2017. Access Date: 4 January 2019.
https://www.consumersinternational.org/media/1251/g20-digital-recs-english-visual.pdf.
355
G20 High-Level Principles for Digital Financial Inclusion, G20 Information Centre (Toronto) 17 August 2016. Access
Date: 4 January 2019. http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2016/high-level-principles-for-digital-financial-inclusion.pdf.
356
Building a digital world consumers can trust, Consumers International and The Federation of German Consumer
Organisations (Berlin) 20 March 2017. Access Date: 4 January 2019.
https://www.consumersinternational.org/media/1251/g20-digital-recs-english-visual.pdf.
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make internal dispute mechanisms more accessible, and to facilitate more competition in the digital
provider market are indications of compliance with this feature.357
Actions which build “privacy” within the digital economy should “enhance secure and effective
consent models.”358 Compliance with this feature includes actions where industry participants build
privacy “into all stages” of their practices, minimize data collection, gaining explicit consumer
consent for data collection, and the use of “alternative data” in a neutral manner.359
Actions and/or policies that build “data protection” include, but are not limited to: enhancing
“access, rectification, cancellation and opposition...rights,” and addressing data security.360 An
example of a data protection framework is the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
framework.361 The GDPR consolidates national data protection laws into one framework while
strengthening individual rights and clarifying rules on businesses throughout the EU.362 Data
protection focuses on the conduct of using collected data, whereas privacy deals with consumer
access to their data.
Compliance with the “intellectual property rights protection” feature of the commitment must
involve new actions which “promote, as … Government policy, creativity and the dissemination and
application of its results and to encourage fair trading which would contribute to economic and social
development.”363 Protection of these rights prevents unfair competition within both branches of
intellectual property: “industrial property” (i.e., patents, trademarks, industrial designs, geographical
indications) and “copyright.”364
Thus, full compliance with this commitment entails taking action in all five features, while partial
compliance entails taking action in two to four of those features. Negative compliance constitutes
taking no action or taking action in one feature.

357

Building a digital world consumers can trust, Consumers International and The Federation of German Consumer
Organisations (Berlin) 20 March 2017. Access Date: 4 January 2019.
https://www.consumersinternational.org/media/1251/g20-digital-recs-english-visual.pdf.
358
G20 Policy Guide: Digitisation and informality, Global Partnership for Financial Inclusion (Salta) 24 July 2018. Access
Date: 29 December 2018. https://www.gpfi.org/publications/g20-policy-guide-digitisation-and-informality-harnessingdigital-financial-inclusion-individuals-and.
359
G20 Policy Guide: Digitisation and informality, Global Partnership for Financial Inclusion (Salta) 24 July 2018. Access
Date: 29 December 2018. https://www.gpfi.org/publications/g20-policy-guide-digitisation-and-informality-harnessingdigital-financial-inclusion-individuals-and.
360
G20 Policy Guide: Digitisation and informality, Global Partnership for Financial Inclusion (Salta) 24 July 2018. Access
Date: 4 January 2019. https://www.gpfi.org/publications/g20-policy-guide-digitisation-and-informality-harnessingdigital-financial-inclusion-individuals-and.
361
G20 Policy Guide: Digitisation and informality, Global Partnership for Financial Inclusion (Salta, Argentina) 24 July
2018. Access Date: 4 January 2019. https://www.gpfi.org/publications/g20-policy-guide-digitisation-and-informalityharnessing-digital-financial-inclusion-individuals-and.
362
Data Protection in the EU, European Commission (Brussels) 24 May 2016. Access Date: 17 January 2019.
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/data-protection-eu_en.
363
WIPO Intellectual Property Handbook: Policy, Law and Use, World Intellectual Property Organization (Geneva) 2004.
Access Date: 4 January 2019. https://www.wipo.int/edocs/pubdocs/en/intproperty/489/wipo_pub_489.pdf.
364
WIPO Intellectual Property Handbook: Policy, Law and Use, World Intellectual Property Organization (Geneva) 2004.
Access Date: 4 January 2019. https://www.wipo.int/edocs/pubdocs/en/intproperty/489/wipo_pub_489.pdf.
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Scoring Guidelines
The G20 member has taken action in zero OR one feature(s) out of the five features of the
commitment to 1) “support the free flow of information, ideas and knowledge, while
−1
respecting applicable legal frameworks,” OR to work to build 2) consumer trust, OR 3)
consumer privacy, OR 4) data protection, OR 5) intellectual property rights protection.
The G20 member has taken action in TWO to FOUR features out of the five features of the
commitment to 1) “support the free flow of information, ideas and knowledge, while
0
respecting applicable legal frameworks,” OR to work to build 2) consumer trust, OR 3)
consumer privacy, OR 4) data protection, OR 5) intellectual property rights protection.
The G20 member has taken action in ALL five features of the commitment to 1) “support
the free flow of information, ideas and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal
+1
frameworks” AND to work to build 2) consumer trust AND 3) consumer privacy AND 4)
data protection, AND 5) intellectual property rights protection.
Compliance Director: Steven Camit
Lead Analyst: Arshia Hassani
Argentina: 0
Argentina has partially complied with its commitment to “support the free flow of information, ideas
and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks, and working to build consumer trust,
privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.”
On 7 December 2018, the Agency of Access to Public Information published Resolution
No.159/2018.365 The resolution approved guidelines for binding corporate rules that companies can
use to legitimize international intra-group data transfers and ensure that they comply with relevant
regulations. These corporate rules align with regulations set out by existing Argentinian data
protection laws and resemble regulations in the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation.366
On 26 January 2019, Argentina was one of the 76 countries that signed the Joint Declaration of
Davos, an initiative which starts negotiations to collaborate on electronic commerce (e-commerce).367
The signatories further recognized the particular challenges and opportunities that e-commerce
represents for developing countries and micro, small and medium enterprises. Argentine Secretary of
Foreign Economic Relations of the Foreign Ministry Horacio Reyser recognized that e-commerce
“represents an enormous opportunity for Argentine products” to reach new markets worldwide and
to participate in global value chains.368

365

Argentine DPA approves guidelines for Binding Corporate Rules, International Association of Privacy Professionals
(Portsmouth) 11 December 2018. Access Date: 17 February 2019. https://iapp.org/news/a/argentine-supervisoryauthority-approved-guidelines-for-binding-corporate-rules/#.
366
Argentine DPA approves guidelines for Binding Corporate Rules, International Association of Privacy Professionals
(Portsmouth) 11 December 2018. Access Date: 17 February 2019. https://iapp.org/news/a/argentine-supervisoryauthority-approved-guidelines-for-binding-corporate-rules/#.
367
Agreement in Davos to begin negotiations on electronic commerce, Argentine Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
Worship (Buenos Aires) 26 January 2019. Access Date: 17 February 2019.
https://www.cancilleria.gob.ar/en/announcements/news/agreement-davos-begin-negotiations-electronic-commerce.
368
Agreement in Davos to begin negotiations on electronic commerce, Argentine Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
Worship (Buenos Aires) 26 January 2019. Access Date: 17 February 2019.
https://www.cancilleria.gob.ar/en/announcements/news/agreement-davos-begin-negotiations-electronic-commerce.
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On 6 March 2019, Argentina and Peru began the first round of negotiations for the “Bilateral
Expansion and Strengthening of the Economic Complementarity Agreement.”369 The objective of
these negotiations is to expand “the current economic complementarity agreement” in fields such as
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and e-commerce.370
On 6 April 2019, the second round of trade negotiations between Mercosur and Korea closed. The
two parties are working on a trade agreement which address e-commerce, technical barriers to trade,
and intellectual property.371 Both parties will continue trade negotiations on July 2019.
Argentina has taken action to strengthen data protection and privacy through implementing binding
corporate rules of data protection, in accordance to existing Argentine data protection laws.
Argentina has also taken action to support the free flow of information, ideas and knowledge, while
respecting applicable legal frameworks through its participation in the Joint Declaration of Davos
initiative and bilateral efforts to promote SMEs and e-commerce. However, Argentina has not taken
new actions to build consumer trust.
Thus, Argentina receives a score of 0.
Analyst: Alykhan Jetha
Australia: +1
Australia has fully complied with its commitment to support the free flow of information, ideas and
knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks, and working to build consumer trust,
privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.
On 18 December 2018, the Australian Minister for Industry, Science and Technology Karen
Andrews unveiled a new government strategy that will help small businesses go digital.372 The
government has committed AUD3 million, in the creation of a new independent body which will
provide small business owners with up to date information on the best digital practices, tailored for
each business.373
On 19 December 2018, Minister Karen Andrews unveiled a new digital economy strategy,
“Australia’s Tech Future.”374 The strategy highlights four areas: people, services, digital assets, and

369

1st Round of Argentina-Peru Trade Negotiations begins in Buenos Aires, Argentine Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
Worship (Buenos Aires) 6 March 2019. Access Date: 18 April 2019.
https://www.cancilleria.gob.ar/en/announcements/news/1st-round-argentina-peru-trade-negotiations-begins-buenosaires.
370
1st Round of Argentina-Peru Trade Negotiations begins in Buenos Aires, Argentine Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
Worship (Buenos Aires) 6 March 2019. Access Date: 18 April 2019.
https://www.cancilleria.gob.ar/en/announcements/news/1st-round-argentina-peru-trade-negotiations-begins-buenosaires.
371
Mercosur - Korea: Second Round of Trade Negotiations in Seoul, Argentine Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Worship
(Buenos Aires) 6 April 2019. Access Date: 18 April
2019.https://www.cancilleria.gob.ar/es/actualidad/noticias/mercosur-corea-ii-ronda-de-negociaciones-comerciales-enseul.
372
Helping Australia's small businesses go digital, Department of Industry, Science and Technology (Canberra) 18
December 2018. Access Date: 25 January 2019. https://www.minister.industry.gov.au/ministers/karenandrews/mediareleases/helping-australias-small-businesses-go-digital.
373
Helping Australia's small businesses go digital, Department of Industry, Science and Technology (Canberra) 18
December 2018. Access Date: 25 February 2019.
https://www.minister.industry.gov.au/ministers/karenandrews/media-releases/helping-australias-small-businesses-godigital.
374
Australia finally gets a new digital economy strategy, iTnews (Canberra) 19 December 2018. Access Date: 25
February 2019.
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the enabling environment.375 This new digital economy strategy aims to increase digital financial
literacy through education and training. This strategy also facilitates the free flow of information
across borders, while increasing data accessibility. This plan also gives consumers greater control of
their data and transaction activities. And ensures Australian infrastructure remains secure, and new
technologies are designed to be secure.376
On 24 February 2019, IP Australia, an agency within the Department of Industry, Science and
Technology enacted intellectual property legislation changes.377 The changes include clarifying
formality requirements for patent specifications, a reduction in the grace period of when a trademark
can be challenged for non-use and improvements to the Plant Breeder’s Right Enforcement.378 The
proposed changes further improve intellectual property rights within the country.
On 4 March 2019, Australia signed the Indonesia-Australia Comprehensive Economic Partnership
Agreement (IA-CEPA) with Indonesia.379 This trade agreement includes provisions that regulate the
“flow of data” between the two countries and commitments to protect “privacy and consumer
rights.”380 The agreement also contains provisions which “promote confidence in the online
environment,” which include privacy and consumer protection.381
Australia has taken action to support the free flow of information, ideas, and knowledge while
respecting applicable legal frameworks. As well, Australia has taken action to build consumer trust,
consumer privacy, data protection, and intellectual property rights protection.
Thus, Australia receives a score of +1.
Analyst: Shafna Kallil
Brazil: 0
Brazil has partially complied with its commitment to “support the free flow of information, ideas and
knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks, and working to build consumer trust,
privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.”

https://www.itnews.com.au/news/australia-finally-gets-a-new-digital-economy-strategy-517102.
375
Australia’s Tech Future - Introduction, Department of Industry, Innovation and Science (Canberra) 19 December
2018. Access Date: 3 May 2019. https://www.industry.gov.au/data-and-publications/australias-techfuture/introduction.
376
Australia’s Tech Future, Department of Industry, Science and Technology (Canberra) 19 December 2018. Access
Date: 25 February 2019.
https://www.industry.gov.au/sites/default/files/2018-12/australias-tech-future.pdf.
377
Changes affecting all IP rights commencing February 2019, Department of Industry, Science and Technology
(Canberra) 20 February 2019. Access Date: 8 March 2019. https://www.ipaustralia.gov.au/about-us/news-andcommunity/news/changes-affecting-all-ip-rights-commencing-february-2019.
378
Changes affecting all IP rights commencing February 2019, Department of Industry, Science and Technology
(Canberra) 20 February 2019. Access Date: 8 March 2019. https://www.ipaustralia.gov.au/about-us/news-andcommunity/news/changes-affecting-all-ip-rights-commencing-february-2019.
379
Australia and Indonesia sign landmark trade agreement, Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade
(Canberra) 4 March 2019. Access Date: 3 May 2019. https://dfat.gov.au/news/news/Pages/indonesia-australiacomprehensive-economic-partnership-agreement0304-2643.aspx.
380
IA-CEPA Outcomes and background documents - Outcomes: Electronic Commerce, Australian Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade (Canberra) 4 March 2019. Access Date: 3 May 2019.
https://dfat.gov.au/trade/agreements/not-yet-in-force/iacepa/outcomes-documents/Pages/outcomes-electroniccommerce.aspx.
381
IA-CEPA Outcomes and background documents - Outcomes: Electronic Commerce, Australian Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade (Canberra) 4 March 2019. Access Date: 3 May 2019.
https://dfat.gov.au/trade/agreements/not-yet-in-force/iacepa/outcomes-documents/Pages/outcomes-electroniccommerce.aspx.
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On 12 December 2018, the Constitution and Justice Commission approved the creation of special
courts designed to efficiently handle lesser offenses related to computing and resolve conflicts within
the digital sphere.382
On 12 December 2018, Brazil signed an agreement promoting the development of an integrated
system of regulation of agricultural defenses in Brazil, Latin America and the Caribbean.383 The
agreement consists of the development of an integrated agrochemical system that unifies the
registration process of pesticides in Brazil.384 Another system will also be developed for use
throughout Latin America and the Caribbean.
On 21 December 2018, Brazil’s Central Bank (BCB) published guidelines for the Brazilian instant
payments through Communiqué 32,927.385 The communiqué is the start of Brazil’s development of
an instant payment system in the country, which sets out rule-making procedures, forms of
participation, settlement infrastructure, connectivity services and liquidity provisions. BCB’s
guidelines emphasizes an “instant payments ecosystem” that has a “flexible and open structure” and
that works with existing business models and market participants.386
On 31 January 2019, the Central Bank of Brazil launched Din, an online chatbot application that
helps citizens access information regarding their finances.387 Din assists with analyzing reports on
debt, foreign exchange operations, accounts and other matters within the financial system.388 The
artificial intelligence and machine learning technologies within Din allow for guided conversations.389
Din Alos can issue a certificate attesting that the user has no engagements with financial institutions,
which can be used as a low-income certification for scholarship, legal aid, and other services.390
On 6 April 2019, the second round of trade negotiations between Mercosur and Korea closed. The
two parties are working on a trade agreement which address e-commerce, technical barriers to trade,
and intellectual property.391 Both parties will continue trade negotiations on July 2019.

382

CCJ aprova criação de juizados especiais digitais, Brazilian Federal Senate (Brasília) 13 December 2018. Access Date:
17 February 2019. https://www12.senado.leg.br/noticias/audios/2018/12/ccj-aprova-criacao-de-juizados-especiaisdigitais.
383
Cooperação técnica contribuirá para efetividade e transparência no registro de agrotóxicos na AL e Caribe, Brazilian
Cooperation Agency, Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Brasília) 14 December 2018. Access Date: 17 February 2019.
http://www.abc.gov.br/imprensa/mostrarconteudo/1083.
384
Cooperação técnica contribuirá para efetividade e transparência no registro de agrotóxicos na AL e Caribe, Brazilian
Cooperation Agency, Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Brasília) 14 December 2018. Access Date: 17 February 2019.
http://www.abc.gov.br/imprensa/mostrarconteudo/1083.
385
Banco Central do Brasil announces the guidelines for the Brazilian instant payments ecosystem, Central Bank of
Brazil (Brasília) 11 January 2019. Access Date: 17 February 2019. https://www.bcb.gov.br/en/#!/c/news/1867.
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Brazil has taken action to build consumer trust with the creation of the special “digital” courts, the
publication of new guidelines to govern the instant payment realm of the economy, and the creation
of Din. Brazil has also taken action to support the free flow of information through the Brazil
government’s agreement with Latin American and Caribbean countries to integrate agricultural
defense regulations. Brazil did not take actions to build privacy, data protection and intellectual
property rights protection.
Thus, Brazil receives a score of 0.
Analyst: Alykhan Jetha
Canada: 0
Canada has partially complied with its commitment to “support the free flow of information, ideas
and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks, and working to build consumer trust,
privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.”
On 30 December 2018, the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific
Partnership (CPTPP) took effect, a trade agreement which strengthened IP rights.392 The CPTPP
contains provisions which strengthen intellectual property rights protection and enforcement by
creating a “transparent and predictable standard” between Canada and ten other member
countries.393
On 11 January 2019, the Canadian Minister of Innovation, Science and Economic Development
Navdeep Bains committed to an investment of up to CAD750,000 to a project by the Peel
Multicultural Council to develop essential computing skills.394 The investment is part of the larger
Digital Literacy Exchange Program which helps to provide digital training to groups most likely to be
“left behind” by digital technology adoption.395
On 24 January 2019, Minister Navdeep Bains announced an investment of CAD40 million to
support Nokia Canada’s research in protecting data in telecommunications networks in Canada.396
This investment will allow Nokia to develop cybersecurity tools and to conduct research to build up
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the infrastructure of telecommunications networks needed for the future implementation of 5G
technology.397
On 13 February 2019, Minister Bains announced a CAD30 million investment in the “Patent
Collective pilot program.”398 This pilot program assists small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
in ensuring their patent and IP needs. The CAD30 million investment is spread over four years and is
aims to help SMEs use their IP “more strategically” to build their business and compete in the world
market.399
On 18 March 2019, Canada joined three World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) treaties
that promote the worldwide use of trademarks, giving a boost to Canadian brand owners as well as
consumers and underlining Canada’s strong multilateral engagement with WIPO.400
On 18 March 2019, Canada joined three World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) treaties
which better align Canada’s trademark regime with other signatories of these three treaties.401 The
treaties include the Madrid System for the International Registration of Marks, the Nice Agreement
Concerning the International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the
Registration of Marks and the Singapore Treaty on the Law of Trademarks.402 This set of agreements
allow Canadian trademark owners to better protect their trademarks around the world. On 17 June
2019, the three treaties will enter into force.
On 25 April 2019, the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada announced that the Office will
take Facebook to federal court “to force the company to correct its privacy practices.”403 Privacy
Commissioner Daniel Therrien said that Facebook committed “serious contraventions” of privacy
laws neglected to actively protect personal information of Canadians.404
Canada has taken action to build consumer trust in its efforts to build digital literacy, to build data
protection in building up telecommunications networks, and to build intellectual property rights
protection through the enactment of the CPTPP and efforts to equip SMEs with the tools necessary
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to build their IP. However, Canada has not taken new actions to build privacy, as well as to support
the free flow of information, ideas and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks.
Thus, Canada receives a score of 0.
Analyst: Omolade Ogunsanya
China: +1
China has fully complied with its commitment to “support the free flow of information, ideas and
knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks, and working to build consumer trust,
privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.”
On 18 December 2018, China published a policy paper on measures to enhance the China-European
Union Comprehensive Strategic Partnership and development of China-EU relations.405 The policy
paper encourages “...advancing the reform of the global internet governance system for a peaceful,
secure, open, cooperative and orderly cyberspace.”406 The policy paper also notes the higher
requirements of the EU on the necessities on privacy protection and data security under the General
Data Protection Regulation.407
On 19 December 2019, the National Intellectual Property Administration (NIPA) announced that
China will step up to protect intellectual property rights by imposing tougher punishments on
intellectual property rights infringements.408 In addition, 38 governmental departments jointly signed
a memorandum to strengthen cooperation in the crackdown on intellectual property rights
infringement.409 Repeated patent infringements, declining to execute punishments on patent
violations and using fake documents in patent applications are some of the six types of infractions
listed in the memorandum.410
On 1 January 2019, China’s new e-commerce law took effect, which encompasses chapters that
promote data protection, consumer protection and fair competition, and requires online businesses
to register and acquire all necessary licenses.411 The new law strengthens intellectual property
protection by addressing the problem of manufacturing and sale of counterfeit goods. Counterfeiters
and e-commerce operators who fail to take necessary measures to prevent and stop sellers in
violation of intellectual property rights can be fined up to RMB2 million. The new e-commerce law
fosters consumer trust by requiring e-commerce operators to disclose accurate product and service
information and avoid engaging in deceptive practices such as misleading promotions, fake reviews
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and attempts to manipulate the market.412 Consumers will be able to opt-out of particular services in
effort to restrict abuse of consumer profiling.413
On 3 January 2019, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology published a list of 14
mobile applications that excessively and illegally collected sensitive personal data without user
consent.414 The inspectors put these companies on a blacklist and now face public pressure to change
how they handle data.415 The China Internet Society organized an expert council deployed by the
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology to conduct the investigations in December 2018.416
On 25 January 2019, the Cyberspace Administration of China, the Ministry of Public Security, the
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology and the State Administration of Market Regulation
jointly announced in a press conference in Beijing that they will conduct a national crackdown on
mobile applications to assess how they collect personal data.417 Mobile applications that excessively
collect or use consumers’ personal information will have their business licenses revoked.418
On 1 February 2019, the Cyberspace Administration of China issued new regulations that prohibit
financial information service providers from producing, copying, publishing or disseminating
information containing false financial information or information that may distort national fiscal and
monetary policies.419 The regulations define the scope of financial information services, clarifies
responsibilities on financial information service providers and penalties for breaches.420
On 23 March 2019, the Chinese government announced that its National Intellectual Property
Administration (CNIPA) will take measures to “strengthen IP protection.”421 The deputy head of
CNIPA Gan Shaoning said that the measures will consist of “optimizing the mechanisms governing
IP,” raising fines for IP infringements and equalizing treatment of all entities when protecting their
IP.422
China has taken action to support the free flow of information, ideas and knowledge, while
respecting applicable legal frameworks, to build consumer trust, to build privacy, to build data
protection, and to build intellectual property rights protection.
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Thus, China receives a score of +1.
Analyst: Florence Chan
France: 0
France has partially complied with its commitment to “support the free flow of information, ideas
and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks, and working to build consumer trust,
privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.”
On 13 February 2019, France ratified the agreement on New EU Copyright Rules in the Digital
Single Market.423 The agreement reinforces the protection of the “intellectual properties of European
authors and performers” in a digitalized environment.424 In particular, the agreement brings “tangible
benefits” to creative sectors and gives European journalists rights to “receive a greater share of the
revenues generated by the online uses of press publications.”425 The agreement also brought forward
new licencing rules, which allows citizens and internet users to upload copyright protected content
on digital platforms legally.426
On 21 January 2019, the French National Commission on Informatics and Liberty (CNIL) imposed
a financial penalty of EUR50 million against Google LLC. in accordance with the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) for the first time.427 The aim of the penalty is to comply with the
obligations on the matter of data protection raised by the GDPR. It is imposed to “enable the users
to control their data and therefore to sufficiently inform them and allow them to validly consent.”428
CNIL’s EUR50 million penalty on Google not only reiterates the importance of GDPR’s national
data protections, but also helps to reduce the abuse of collected data and builds consumer trust in
using digital services.
On 15 April 2019, the French Parliament passed a new law that regulates cryptocurrencies.429 The
new regulations allow cryptocurrency issues and traders to gain some legal recognition, as well as
allow the French government to collect tax on their profits.430 France’s Finance Minister Bruno Le
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Maire encouraged other European countries to use this regulation as a model for a larger “single
regulatory framework on crypto-assets.”431
France has taken action to build intellectual property rights protection, to build data protection, and
to build privacy by ratifying the agreement on New EU Copyright Rules in the Digital Single Market
as well as imposing a financial penalty against Google LLC. in accordance with the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR). France has also taken action to support the free flow of information,
ideas and knowledge by being one of the first major countries to create a framework on regulating
cryptocurrencies. But France has not taken new actions to build consumer trust.
Thus, France receives a score of 0.
Analyst: Gabriella Shiyuan Zhao
Germany: 0
Germany has partially complied with its commitment to “support the free flow of information, ideas
and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks, and working to build consumer trust,
privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.”
On 14 January 2019, the Trade Mark Law Modernization Act came into force.432 The German Patent
and Trade Mark Office (DPMA) announced that applicants were able to apply for a new category of
trademarks that “strengthen the rights of trade mark owners.” The new “quality trademarks” would
disclose the standards by which products were created rather than solely disclosing the origin of the
product. It ensures greater transparency by having “licences or the willingness to grant licences
entered in the Trade Mark Register.”433 Due to the expansion of the digital economy, the certificates
of the DPMA will contain a QR code that leads to its corresponding electronic Trade Mark
Register.434
On 7 February 2019, the German Federal Cartel Office (Bundeskartellamt), Germany’s national
competition regulator, imposed data restrictions on Facebook’s practice of combining user data from
different sources.435 The restriction mainly covers two different data sources. Firstly, Facebookowned services such as WhatsApp and Instagram can continue to collect data, however, the
permission of assigning the data to Facebook user accounts will only be possible through voluntary
consent.436 Secondly, collecting data from third party websites and assigning them to a Facebook user
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account will also be voluntary.437 The data restriction aims to eliminate Facebook’s “abuse of market
power based on the extent of collecting, using and merging data in a user account.”438 The restriction
demonstrates Germany’s commitment to prevent misconduct of collected data and ensure a fair
competition between businesses.
Germany has taken action to build consumer trust, data protection and to build privacy with the
Bundeskartellamt restrictions on Facebook. Germany has taken action to build intellectual property
rights protection with the implementation of the Trade Mark Law Modernization Act. However,
Germany has not taken new action to support the free flow of information, ideas and knowledge,
while respecting applicable legal frameworks.
Thus, Germany receives a score of 0.
Analyst: Gabriella Shiyuan Zhao
India: −1
India has not complied with its commitment to “support the free flow of information, ideas and
knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks, and working to build consumer trust,
privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.”
On 6 January 2019, Minister of Electronics and Information Technology Ravi Shankar Prasad stated
that the Indian government’s intention to pass the Data Protection Bill.439 The proposed bill would
regulate how data is used and processed by government and private entities.440 The bill did not
become law prior to the 2019 General Election, which took place in April and May.441
On 20 February 2019, the Indian Deputy Prime Minister, Minister of Defence and Chairman of the
Centre for Excellence for Data Analysts to India, and the Saudi Crown Prince and the Saudi Ministry
of Communications and information Technology signed two memorandums aimed at localization of
technology, transfer of knowledge within Saudi Arabia.442
India has taken action to support the free flow of information, ideas and knowledge, while respecting
applicable legal frameworks. However, India has failed to take new actions that build consumer trust,
privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.
Thus, India receives a score of −1.
Analyst: Susha Guan
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Indonesia: +1
Indonesia has fully complied with its commitment to support the free flow of information, ideas and
knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks, and working to build consumer trust,
privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.
On 20 December 2018, the Indonesian government proposed a bill that would protect the personal
data of the Indonesian people on digital platforms.443 Subject to ratification by the People’s
Representative Council of Indonesia, the bill would eliminate the need for a separate council to
handle data protection matters and prevent Indonesians’ personal data from being accessed abroad.
As of 6 March 2019, the Council has yet to ratify the bill.444
On 22 January 2019, Indonesia’s Creative Economy Agency, or Bekraf, called for collaboration with
the Directorate General of Intellectual Property and the Ministry of Law and Human Rights; to work
on programs that promote intellectual property (IP).445 The Indonesian Director General of
Intellectual Property emphasized that Indonesia needs to prioritize the promotion of IP rights in
order to “move forward” as an ASEAN member, to protect IP rights of communities and
entrepreneurs, and to leverage Indonesian IP that generates economic value.446
On 19 February 2019, Indonesia’s Ministry of Communication and Information collaborated with
Saudi Arabia’s Digital Transformation Team to hold, a two-day workshop aiming to advance digital
cooperation between the two states.447 Both signed a memorandum of understanding, which in part,
commits to developing “joint centres for digital innovation,” collaborating in research and
development of digital technologies and allowing exchange of information on “Information
Technology (IT) policies, techniques and regulations.”448
On 4 March 2019, Indonesia signed the Indonesia-Australia Comprehensive Economic Partnership
Agreement (IA-CEPA) with Australia.449 This trade agreement includes provisions that regulate the
“flow of data” between the two countries, commitments to protect “privacy and consumer rights.”450
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The agreement also contains provisions which “promote confidence in the online environment,”
which include privacy and consumer protection.451
Indonesia has taken action in all five features of this commitment: supporting the free of
information, ideas and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks, building consumer
trust, privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.
Thus, Indonesia receives a score of +1.
Analyst: Diego Vasquez
Italy: 0
Italy has partially complied with its commitment to “support the free flow of information, ideas and
knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks, and working to build consumer trust,
privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.”
On 7 December 2018, Italian government regulators fined Facebook EUR10 million for misleading
users on how their personal data is used and Facebook’s “aggressive” practices of data transmission
to third parties and for commercial purposes.452 The penalty helps to reiterate the importance of data
protections and to reduce the abuse of collected data, thus protects consumer privacy in using digital
services.
On 29 December 2018, the Italian Parliament approve the 2019 Budget Law, which introduces a new
tax on digital services.453 The digital services tax would apply to resident and non-resident individuals
and enterprises. This law is the Italian government’s acknowledgement of the need to create a safe
and well-built digital environment for consumers within the realm of digitalization as national
services become digitalised.454
On 25 January 2019, the Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation, Enzo Moavero
Milanesi met with the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the People’s Republic of China. The meeting
was held to discuss further development of Euro-Asian connectivity, specifically emphasizing the
importance of assuring “full protection of intellectual property rights and designations of origin.”455
Italy has taken action to build consumer trust through the digital services tax and the ECU and to
build data protection in fining Facebook for their misuse of data of Facebook users. However, Italy
has not taken new actions to build privacy and intellectual property rights protection, and to support
the free flow of information, ideas and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks.
Thus, Italy receives a score of 0.
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Analyst: Gabriella Shiyuan Zhao
Japan: 0
Japan has partially complied with its commitment to “support the free flow of information, ideas and
knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks, and working to build consumer trust,
privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.”
On 21 December 2018, the Financial Services Agency published the “Report from the Study Group
on the Virtual Currency Exchange Services,” which proposed recommendations to address virtual
currency issues, such as “[theft] of customers’ virtual currencies,” the “high [fluctuation] in price” of
virtual currencies, the trading of virtual currencies “based on speculation,” the failure of service
providers “to develop appropriate internal management capabilities in response to rapid business
expansion,” and the emergence of “new types transactions involving virtual currencies (trading on
margin and ICOs).”456
On 30 December 2018, the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific
Partnership (CPTPP) took effect, a trade agreement which strengthened intellectual property (IP)
rights.457 The CPTPP contains provisions which strengthen intellectual property rights protection
and enforcement by creating a “transparent and predictable standard” between Japan and ten other
member countries.458
On 23 January 2019, the European Commission adopted the adequacy decision on Japan, which
allows personal data to flow freely between EU and Japan “on the basis of strong protection
guarantees”459 subject to European standards. These guarantees include “a set of rules
(Supplementary Rules) that will bridge several differences between the two data protection
systems,”460 assurance by the Japanese government “to the Commission regarding safeguards
concerning the access of Japanese public authorities for criminal law enforcement and national
security purposes,”461 and a “complaint-handling mechanism” to handle complaints regarding
Japanese public authorities’ access to data of EU citizens.462 The adoption of this decision
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harmonizes data protection and privacy regulations in Japan with existing regulations in the EU,
particularly those in the EU General Data Protection Regulation.463
On 1 February 2019, the Japan-EU Economic Partnership Agreement (Japan-EU EPA) took
force.464 The Japan-EU EPA allows for greater collaboration between both parties in the fields of ecommerce, intellectual property and small and medium-sized enterprises.465 The EPA also regulates
data transfers, the protection of IP, and the “free and secure cross-border flow of data” between
Japan and the EU.466
As of 1 February 2019, the Strategic Partnership Agreement (SPA) between the EU and Japan
entered into force on a provisional basis.467 The agreement will “strengthen cooperation” between
the two countries on many issues affecting both parties, such as “international peace and security,
cyber crime, energy security [and] climate change mitigation.”468 The SPA will be in full force when
all EU members ratify the agreement in their respective legislatures.469
Japan has taken action to support the free flow of information, ideas and knowledge while respecting
applicable legal frameworks, as well as building privacy, data protection and intellectual property
rights protection through the enactment of the Japan-EU EPA. However, Japan has not yet
committed new actions to build consumer trust.
Thus, Japan receives a score of 0.
Analyst: Susha Guan
Korea: 0
Korea has partially complied with its commitment to “support the free flow of information, ideas
and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks, and working to build consumer trust,
privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.”
On December 2018, Korea updated the “Act on the Promotion of IT Network Use and Information
Protection,” or the “Network Act.”470 The amendments to the act focus on aligning with the EU
General Data Protection Regulation in terms of protecting personal data in the hands of companies.
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As of 19 March 2019, the Korean Communications Commission will “limit data transfers to
countries that implemented data localization requirements.”471
On 17 December 2018, the Korean Ministry of Strategy and Finance devised the framework for 2019
economic policies, “with the goal of inclusive growth in mind.”472 The Ministry outlined their priority
to promote innovative growth and a fair economy for the purpose of “boost the economy, work on
industrial restructuring, pursue inclusive growth, address mid- to long-term challenges.”473
On 9 January 2019, the Saudi Authority for Intellectual Property (SAIP) signed an agreement with
the Korean Intellectual Property Office. The memorandum of understanding, a patent prosecution
highway agreement, aims to develop a bilateral relationship in the field, streamline Saudi patent
registration procedures in Korea and to attract patent applications from Korea in Saudi Arabia. In
addition, it aimed to enhance the efficiency of patent granting procedures by the SAIP.474
On 7 March 2019, the Financial Services Commission released their roadmap for financial literacy for
the year.475 Policies in this roadmap include enacting “a comprehensive bill on financial consumer
protection” and to reform the regulatory framework on “electronic financial business.”476 The
roadmap also include aims to boost financial innovation, ensure “trust in finance” and secure
financial stability.477
Korea has taken action to support the free flow of information, ideas and knowledge, while
respecting applicable legal frameworks, as well as to build data protection through the update of the
Network Act and intellectual property protections. Though the Korean Ministry of Strategy and
Finance’s framework for their economic policies and the Financial Services Commission’s Financial
Policy Roadmap indicate opportunities to build consumer trust, there have not yet been actions that
follow through on those plans. In addition, Korea has not taken new actions to build privacy.
Thus, Korea receives a score of 0.
Analyst: Susha Guan
Mexico: 0
Mexico has partially complied with its commitment to “support the free flow of information, ideas
and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks, and working to build consumer trust,
privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.”
On 30 December 2018, the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific
Partnership (CPTPP) took effect, a trade agreement which strengthened intellectual property (IP)
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rights.478 The CPTPP contains provisions which strengthen intellectual property rights protection
and enforcement by creating a “transparent and predictable standard” between Mexico and ten other
member countries.479
On 8 January 2019, Central Bank Governor Alejandro Díaz de León, Finance Minister Carlos Urzúa,
and Finance Vice Minister Arturo Herrera outlined a plan to improve the electronic transfer payment
system, which would allow smartphones to complete transactions.480 The plan also includes revising
regulations for repurchase and securities lending transactions to allow more financial entities to
complete these operations. Improvements to the electronic transfer payment system will allow
smartphones to be used to execute transactions. President Andrés Manuel López Obrador
committed to allow at least 30 million people to join operations, including vulnerable groups, and to
encourage entry of new companies into the stock market, as a part of the Program to Promote the
Financial Sector. Alejandro Díaz de Léon, governor of the Bank of Mexico, announced that the fiber
optic infrastructure of the Federal Electricity commission will be used to achieve connectivity
throughout the country.481
On 9 January 2019, the Mexican Institute of Industrial Property (IMPI), the patent and trademark
administration body of Mexico, published information about the services IMPI offer.482 It explains
common administrative procedures for obtaining patents, trademark registration, requesting
bibliographic searches or patent document techniques, and the filing of lawsuits against patents.483
On 28 January 2019, the National Center for Energy Control (CENACE) affirmed its commitment
to follow the “Ley General de Protección de Datos Personales en Posesión de Sujetos Obligados,” or
the General Law of the Protection of Personal Data in Possession of Obliged Subjects.”484 This
commitment consists of training CENACE staff on protecting personal data, coordinating with
energy-related government agencies to handle personal data appropriately and issuing privacy notices
to CENACE’s administrative bodies to inform them of how their data will be used.485
Mexico has worked to build consumer trust, privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights
protection through its Program to Promote the Final Sector, its entry into the CPTPP and
CENACE’s implementation of personal data protections. However, Mexico has not taken action in
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“supporting the free flow of information, ideas and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal
frameworks.”
Thus, Mexico receives a score of 0.
Analyst: Alykhan Jetha
Russia: +1
Russia has fully complied with its commitment to “support the free flow of information, ideas and
knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks, and working to build consumer trust,
privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.”
On 1 January 2019, Russia implemented the “honest mark labelling system,” which is part of the
amended Consumer Protection Act.486 This system mandates that certain consumer products must
be marked with labels containing a QR code to prevent counterfeiting.487 Manufacturers, importers,
distributors, suppliers and retailers are required to submit information on the circulation of the
products.488 The new labelling requirements will be monitored by consumer supervisory authority
Rospotrebnadzor to ensure compliance.489 Russia also proposed to increase fines by three to six
times for the sale of poor quality products, providing misleading information and failure to provide
information about products and services.490
On 21 January 2019, Roskomnadzor, Russia’s federal executive body for censorship and
telecommunications regulation, “opened administrative proceedings” against Facebook and Twitter
for not elaborating on how the platforms will store data.491 Roskomnadzor emphasizes that these
platforms must comply with legislation that requires all servers which store personal data of Russians
must be stored inside Russia.
On 13 February 2019, the Government of the Russian Federation issues the Executive Order N 146
“On approval of the Rules for the organization and implementation of state control and supervision
of the processing of personal data.” The order requires the state agency Roskomnadzor to carry out
periodical review of data operators once every three years to prevent violations of the Federal Law
“On personal data” as a measure to build information services consumers trust.492
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On 27 March 2019, the Ministry of Communications of the Russian Federation presented the draft
law on digital profiles. Digital profiles will allow individuals, entrepreneurs and governmental bodies
to exchange information briefly. Individual’s digital profile will allow using various governmental
services as well as financial services such as credit scoring. Private enterprises, on the other hand, will
have better access to taxation instruments. This initiative is designed as a measure to improve privacy
protection, but at the same time it eases flow of information between various entities thus supporting
free flow of information.493
On 9 April 2019, the Government of the Russian Federation amended the maintenance rules of the
Unified Register of Russian Software. The amendment requires that only Russian nationals and
Russian companies are allowed to modernize and maintain software included in the Register. This
amendment is basically aimed at improving data protection, but could also be viewed as a measure to
enhance intellectual property rights protection.494
On 6 May 2019, the Government of the Russian Federation approved the procedure for digital
marking of consumer goods. The order also implies establishment of an information system that will
contain all the relevant information concerning consumer goods that have to be marked with a
special code. The system will provide consumers with product data upon the request.495
Russia has taken action to build data protection, consumer trust, consumer privacy and intellectual
property rights protection and has taken actions to support the free flow of information, ideas and
knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks.
Thus, Russia receives a score of +1.
Analyst: Florence Chan
Saudi Arabia: 0
Saudi Arabia has partially complied with its commitment to support the free flow of information,
ideas and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks, and working to build consumer
trust, privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.
As of 3 December 2018, Saudi Arabia has a “freedom of information and protection of private data
law under review by the Advisory Shoura Council.”496 As of 6 March 2019, the law has not been
ratified.
On 11 December 2018, the Saudi Arabian Ministry of Communications and Information Technology
(CITC) launched a partnership with Chinese telecommunications manufacturer Huawei to launch the
country’s first Internet of Things (IoT) lab with a fund of USD1 million.497 This partnership is part
of the Kingdom’s plan to build the knowledge economy through building up local skillsets, accelerate
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the adoption of digital technologies and promote innovation of information and communications
technologies.498
On 2 January 2019, the CITC launched a document about the modernization of SMS service
conditions to improve the service of SMS services and their delivery conditions. The purpose of this
launch was to enhance both competition in the telecom market and user experiences.499
On 9 January 2019, the CITC organized a workshop for the information and communications
technology (ICT) sector with the National Risk Unit. The aim of the workshop was to define
national risk, its objectives, principles and methodology and increase awareness amongst ICT
stakeholders about identifying and assessing risks.500
On 9 January 2019, the Saudi Authority for Intellectual Property (SAIP) signed an agreement with
the Korean Intellectual Property Office. The memorandum of understanding, a patent prosecution
highway agreement, aims to develop a bilateral relationship in the field, streamline Saudi patent
registration procedures in Korea and to attract patent applications from Korea in Saudi Arabia. In
addition, it aimed to enhance the efficiency of patent granting procedures by the SAIP.501
On 17 February 2019, the CITC launched a public consultation document on a draft of the IoT
regulatory framework and on the “Special Conditions for Type B Licenses” for the provision of
Internet access services.502
On 19 February 2019, Saudi Arabia’s Digital Transformation Team, in collaboration with Indonesia’s
Ministry of Communication and Information, held a two-day workshop aiming to advance digital
cooperation between the two states.503 Both parties signed a memorandum of understanding, which
in part, commits to developing “joint centres for digital innovation,” collaborating in research and
development of digital technologies and allowing exchange of information on “Information
Technology (IT) policies, techniques and regulations.”504
On 20 February 2019, the Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia in collaboration with Deputy Prime
Minister, Minister of Defence and Chairman of the Centre of Excellence for Data Analytics to the
Republic of India, and the Ministry of Communications and information Technology signed two
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memorandums aimed at localization of technology, transfer of knowledge within Saudi Arabia.505
The memorandum is in line with Saudi Arabia’s Vision 2030, preparing the way “for a future digital
society, digital government, and thriving digital economy.”506
Saudi Arabia has taken new actions in two features: supporting the free flow of information, ideas,
and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks and intellectual property rights
protection. However, Saudi Arabia has failed to take new actions in the other four features: building
consumer trust, consumer privacy, data protection.
Thus, Saudi Arabia receives a score of 0.
Analyst: Diego Vasquez
South Africa: −1
South Africa has not complied with its commitment to support the free flow of information, ideas
and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks, and working to build consumer trust,
privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.
On 28 March 2019, the upper house of the South African Parliament, the National Council of
Provinces, passed the Copyright Amendment Bill.507 South African Minister of Trade and Industry
Rob Davies says this bill updates South Africa’s regulatory framework on copyright and that the bill
“allows fair use of copyright works.”508 As of 16 April 2019, South African President Cyril
Ramaphosa has yet to sign the bill into law.509
South Africa has taken action to build protection of intellectual property rights with the Copyright
Amendment Bill, but the bill has yet to become law. Otherwise, South Africa has not taken new
actions to support the free flow of information, ideas and knowledge, while respecting applicable
legal frameworks. In addition, South Africa has not taken actions to build consumer trust, privacy
and data protection.
Thus, South Africa receives a score of −1.
Analyst: Shafna Kallil
Turkey: 0
Turkey has partially complied with its commitment to “support the free flow of information, ideas
and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks, and working to build consumer trust,
privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.”
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On 1 January 2019, Turkey implemented Law 7155 which requires a mediation procedure before
instituting court action for commercial disputes, including the collection of receivables or
compensation claims.510 Intellectual property disputes involving monetary compensation claims are
included under this provision, which encompasses trademark and patent disputes, copyright
infringements involving compensation claims, disputes regarding payment of calculation of
remuneration for employee inventions and designs and disputes regarding license agreements.511
On 18 February 2019, the Turkish Data Protection Authority (DPA) introduced the procedure that
should be followed by data controllers in the event of a data breach under the purview of the Turkish
Data Protection Law.512 The new procedure includes provisions such as the responsibility for the
data controller to notify the DPA of the data breach within 72 hours after becoming aware of the
breach, to notify the concerned data subjects in the shortest time possible following the
determination of affected individuals, to document effects and measures taken regarding the data
breach and explain any reasons if the notification to the DPA is not made within 72 hours.513
On 1 April 2019, the Data Officers Registry Information System registration (VERBİS) for public
institutions began.514 Data processing companies in Turkey and non-resident legal entities must
appoint a representative and register with VERBİS.515 Administrative fines will be applied to those
responsible for personal data if the disclosure requirement is not fulfilled, if VERBİS is not registered
or if data security is violated and necessary measures are not taken.516
Turkey has taken action to build privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights. However,
Turkey has not taken action to build consumer trust, and support the free flow of information, ideas
and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks.
Thus, Turkey receives a score of 0.
Analyst: Florence Chan
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United Kingdom: 0
The United Kingdom has partially complied with its commitment to support the free flow of
information, ideas and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks, and working to
build consumer trust, privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.
On 6 January 2019, the UK Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport contributed
GBP400,000 to the Digital Inclusion Innovation Fund, part of which was to a project which will
introduce “smart homes” for “older and disabled people” in rural areas.517 This initiative encourages
the attainment of digital skills through learning from fellow elders, especially regarding the operation
of smart technologies within their smart home.518
On 28 January 2019, the UK Information Commissioner’s Office issued guidance to organizations
currently sharing personal data with organizations in the European Economic Arena (EEA).519 The
Commissioner’s Office warned these organization that they may need to take extra measures to
comply with data protection laws if the UK Parliament does not ratify an exit agreement with the
European Union. Personal data transfers from the UK to the EEA will remain the same as the UK
does not plan to impose any additional requirements.520
On 31 January 2019, Digital Secretary Jeremy Wright announced that the Government will
contribute GBP30 million, to the Social Tech Venture Fund. The government intends that their
contribution will further allow for greater access to finance for “socially transformative” and
innovative technology that promotes community connectedness.521
On 31 January 2019, Digital Secretary Jeremy Wright announced that the government would be
contributing GBP700,000 to a “data trust” pilot project.522 The Open Data Institute and the
Government’s Office for Artificial Intelligence-run project will facilitate data exchange between
organizations with raw data and those who are able to process it. This project aims to capitalize the
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“power of data exchange” in a in a “safe, fair and ethical way” between these entities to tackle global
issues.523
The United Kingdom has taken action in supporting the free flow of information, ideas, and
knowledge while respecting applicable legal frameworks and has worked in building consumer trust,
consumer privacy, and data protection. The United Kingdom has not currently undertaken any
initiatives to improve intellectual property rights.
Thus, the United Kingdom receives a score of 0.
Analyst: Shafna Kallil
United States: −1
The United States has not complied with its commitment to “support the free flow of information,
ideas and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks, and working to build consumer
trust, privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.”
On 6 December 2018, the US Department of Commerce and the National Institute of Standards and
Technology announced a green paper to modernize the U.S. system of technology transfer and
innovation.524 The green paper outlines actions which would create a better return on investment in
the United States government’s yearly investment in research and development of USD150 billion.
The actions also aim to develop a modern, user friendly federal intellectual property (IP) data
reporting system to more effectively track IP and streamline regulations.525 However, this green
paper merely a “discussion document, not a policy commitment or decision by the [United States]
federal government.”526
On 30 January 2019, the United States Patent and Trademark Office announced their ratification of
the Marrakesh Treaty to Facilitate Access to Published Works for Persons Who Are Blind, Visually
Impaired, or Otherwise Print Disabled.527 This treaty would protect intellectual property rights of
blind, visually impaired, or print disable people as well as expand their access to information and
resources. It would also allow limited copyright exceptions for the reproduction of published works
in formats accessible to these people.528
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The United States has taken action to build intellectual property rights protection in its ratification of
the Marrakesh Treaty. However, the United States has not taken any new actions to support the free
flow of information, ideas and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks; to build
consumer trust; to build privacy; and to build data protection.
Thus, the United States receives a score of −1.
Analyst: Omolade Ogunsanya
European Union: +1
The European Union has fully complied with its commitment to “support the free flow of
information, ideas and knowledge, while respecting applicable legal frameworks, and working to
build consumer trust, privacy, data protection and intellectual property rights protection.”
On 7 December 2018, the European Commission presented a plan to “foster the development and
use of artificial intelligence (AI) in Europe” between EU members, Norway, Switzerland and the
European Commission.529 The parties will act jointly to increase investment in AI, availability of data,
and to ensure trust in AI that is “cutting-edge, ethical and secure.”530
On 10 December 2018, the EU struck a “political agreement” on the Cyber-Security Act, which
strengthens the European Union Agency for Network and Information and Security (ENISA).531
The Act reinforces the ENISA’s mandate and empower EU members to handle cybersecurity threats
and attacks through creating an EU framework for “cybersecurity certification, boosting the
cybersecurity of online services and consumer devices.”532
On 22 January 2019, the European Union reached an agreement on the revised Directive on Open
Data and Public Sector Information.533 This directive stipulates rules and guidelines for the
facilitation of the reuse of public sector data in accordance with the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), the 2003 EU Open Data Policy and the current reality of data in the present
day. These data will be used by a variety of actors with the intention to spark innovation within the
EU.534
On 1 February 2019, the Japan-EU Economic Partnership Agreement (Japan-EU EPA) took
force.535 The Japan-EU EPA allows for greater collaboration between both parties in the fields of ecommerce, intellectual property and small and medium-sized enterprises.536 The EPA also regulates
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data transfers, the protection of IP, and the “free and secure cross-border flow of data” between
Japan and the EU.537
On 4 April 2019, the European Parliament passed the “Open Data and Public Sector Information
Directive.”538 This directive revises existing regulations that govern the use of public sector data for
commercial and non-commercial purposes.539 The revised regulations aim to reduce market barriers
for small and medium-sized enterprises and increase the availability of data for non-large
companies.540 As well, the regulations of this directive were revised to comply with the EU General
Data Protection Regulation.541
On 15 April 2019, the Council of the EU adopted the EU Copyright Directive.542 The directive
updates the existing legal framework on copyright to strengthen copyright protection within the EU
in the “digital single market.”543 The new regulations offers copyright reforms for authors and
performers, allowing them to upload copyright protected content on platforms legally.544
The European Union has taken action to support the free flow of information, ideas and knowledge,
while respecting applicable legal frameworks; to build consumer trust; to build privacy; to build data
protection; and to build intellectual property rights protection.
Thus, the European Union receives a score of +1.
Analyst: Omolade Ogunsanya
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